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Community Service Obligation

Money saver!
In the third instalment of his series
about the Community Service Obligation
(CSO), Dr Michael Tatchell asks
the question—what would be the
consequences for patient health if
there were no CSO in place?

R

emoval of the CSO from
PBS medicine distribution
arrangements in Australia
would quickly return the market to
the situation that applied in the early
2000s, when some PBS medicines
were no longer stocked by full-line
wholesalers and timely supply to
rural pharmacies was at risk.
At that time, the three major
full-line wholesalers were facing
increased competition from short
line distributors and direct supply
manufacturers, particularly in
the profitable segments of the
market—the high volume, low
cost-to-deliver PBS lines.
The wholesalers response
to this competitive threat from
alternative distribution channels
would likely be to rationalise their
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operations. In the short term,
this would involve reductions in
service including perhaps reduced
product and geographic coverage,
imposition of minimum order
sizes and less frequent deliveries.
In the longer term, the
competitive pressure could
ultimately force one or more of
the full-line wholesalers from the
market altogether or to merge.
Either way, such rationalisation
could mean that some patients,
particularly in rural and remote
communities, would find it difficult
to access PBS medicines on a timely
basis—thus undermining one of
the key principles of Australia’s
National Medicines Policy.
The United Kingdom provides
a good indication of what might
happen in Australia were the
CSO to be removed. Full-line
wholesaling in that market is
no longer a viable option as
most major pharmaceutical
manufacturers now operate
direct-to-pharmacy distribution
models. Typically, each
company negotiates trading
terms directly with individual
pharmacies and arranges separate
transport operators to distribute
their medicines.
On top of this, pharmaceutical
manufacturers in the UK have
been rationing supplies of
medicines to the National Health
Service (NHS) since 2008 after
UK wholesalers and pharmacies
began selling them abroad to take
advantage of favourable exchange
rates. The consequent shortages
of certain medicines have caused
significant delays in their supply
to patients with serious flow-on
health implications.
For example, a recent survey
of 60 NHS authorities in the UK
found that medicine shortages
were doing patients ‘serious harm’,
with some having to be admitted
to hospital for emergency

treatment after they were unable
to get their medicines.1 Up to 70
common medicines were found to
be unavailable in some areas and
patients experienced delays of up
to six months for their medication.
Health and cost implications
So what are the health and cost
implications of drug shortages
and/or delays in medicine supply?
While intuitively we know it is
vital for patients to obtain the
medicines prescribed for them
in a timely fashion—our National
Medicines Policy specifically
recognises this—recent overseas
studies provide some pointers:
• In the UK survey, one health
authority in Essex reported that
medicine shortages ‘had caused
such significant deterioration
in patients’ conditions that they
had been admitted to hospital,
increasing the burden on
the NHS’.
• In the United States, a recent
examination of the impact of
medicine shortages found they
‘caused disruptions in patient
safety and quality of health
care’.2 This was particularly so
in instances where the medicine
in short supply was the sole
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threatening condition. ‘In such
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cases, patients’ lives can be
placed at risk’.
• In Germany, analysis of the sales
data of 106 pharmacies in 2011
estimated that the immediate
availability of prescription
medicines through full line

s Scanning medicines to ensure they get to where they are needed.

medicines would experience
a significant impact (46%) on
their functioning or would be
unable to function (7%) in the
workplace and everyday life if
they were unable to take their
prescription medicines.

• not pharmaceutically critical
medication, demand-based orders;
• long-term non-critical medication
orders; and
• pharmaceutically very critical,
acute medication orders.

wholesalers saved significant

[if the CSO were to be removed] some
patients, particularly in rural and remote
communities, would find it difficult to
access PBS medicines on a timely basis
costs (Euro 2.9bn) to the
health system by avoiding
hospital admissions.3

Meanwhile, in Australia a 2012
National Seniors study4 of
people older than 50, usage of
prescription medicines found that
more than half of respondents
who presently take prescription
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Measuring the impact
The health implications for patients
and the flow-on costs to the health
system from delays in medicine
supply clearly vary from medicine
to medicine. To capture this, in
early 2013 the Australian College
of Pharmacy (ACP), on behalf
of the National Pharmaceutical
Services Association (NPSA),
undertook a qualitative analysis
of PBS medicines using broadly
similar methods to the German
study. In that study, the German
researchers grouped pharmacies’
medicine orders to wholesalers into
three categories:

Table one: High-impact medicines—volume and cost estimates 2011/2012
High-impact PBS medicines (molecules)

233

Equivalent PBS prescriptions

103.8 million

Possible hospitalisations due to medicine delays (1% of high-impact prescriptions)

103,835

Estimated total cost of hospitalisations per annum

$486.4m

They then assumed,
conservatively, that delivery delays
for medicines in the third category
would likely generate hospital
admissions at the rate of 1% of
orders from pharmacies for such
items, following a two day delay in
their delivery.
In the Australian study, a
clinical panel examined the
impact on patient health of supply
delays (of two or more days)
for more than 800 PBS listed
medicines (molecules).
The risk categories used in
the ACP study for a delay in PBS
medicine supply to a patient of
two days or more were defined
as minor, moderate or high
impact, the latter posing an
inherent risk to the patient’s
health associated with the delay
that may result in significant
morbidity, require admission to
hospital, or the consequence may
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be life threatening. Examples of
medicines regarded by the clinical
panel as ‘high impact’ included
insulin and warfarin.
Results
The ACP’s clinical panel assessed
that delays for the supply of 233
PBS medicines—representing 27%
of the total listed medicines—
could be ‘high impact’, resulting
in significant morbidity for the
patient that may require hospital
admission or may indeed be
life threatening.
A total of 103.8 million
prescriptions were dispensed in
2011/2012 for the 233 ‘high-impact’
PBS medicines (Medicare Australia
statistics). It was then assumed, in
line with the German study, that
the delay in supply of 1% of these
prescriptions would potentially
lead to hospitalisation of patients
equivalent to 103,835 hospital
admissions, at an estimated cost of
$486.4m (based on the latest figure
(2009/2010) for the average cost of
a hospital separation of $4,684).5

In the end…
For many pharmacists, the
CSO is one component of
the current Community
Pharmacy Agreement of which
there is little awareness and
understanding of its importance
to the smooth functioning of the
PBS in Australia. This article has
set out to demonstrate the great
value of the CSO by examining

for many pharmacists there’s little
understanding of the importance of the
cso to the smooth functioning of the pbs
Since $185m was spent on the
CSO in 2011/12, this means that for
every $1 spent on the CSO there
is a saving in potential hospital
admissions of $2.60.
It is important to note that
this cost analysis only focuses
on the costs associated with the
possible hospitalisation of patients
due to delays in receiving their
‘high-impact’ PBS medicines. No
attempt has been made to cost the
additional GP consultations that
may result from delays in patients
receiving their ‘moderate impact’
medicines, as assessed by the
clinical panel.

what would likely happen if it
were no longer there.
In short, loss of the CSO would
most likely lead to substantial
industry rationalisation, erosion
of full-line wholesaling, delays in
supplies of PBS medicines and
consequent health issues for some
patients leading to additional
GP consultations and possible
hospitalisation, at significant
potential cost to the health
system—close to an estimated half
a billion dollars per annum.
That’s not a bad return for
this important program that cost
$185m in 2011/12. n
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